Location: Hyatt Regency, (down-town) Chicago, IL
Dates: February 6-11, 2017
Chicago in February

Average expected temperature: +3°C (37°F)

Many fun outdoor activities

Walking distance from the venue

Any weather, any day

Ice-skate Millennium Park

Enjoy architectural tours

Visit Navy Pier or Millennium Park
Chicago: the Cultural Center

Architecture

Jazz, Blues, Opera, Musicals, Theater

Museums
Very Local Attractions

- Museum of Contemporary Arts
- Navy Pier
- The Art Institute of Chicago
- Chicago House of Blues
- Oriental Theater
- The Chicago Theater
- Millennium Park
- Magnificent Mile
- Chicago Symphony
Venue: HYATT Regency

- In the heart of the downtown
- Easy train access to area airports
- Near many Chicago attractions
- Completed $168M Renovation
- Over 2000 guest rooms
- On-site meeting rooms
- On-site dining options

Lobby

Guest rooms

Meeting rooms
Local Organizing Committee

Co-Chairs: Russell Betts (IIT), Olga Evdokimov (UIC), Ulrich Heinz (OSU)

Brian Cole (Columbia)  Stephen Sanders (Kansas)
James Dunlop (BNL)  Anne Sickles (UIUC)
David Hofman (UIC)  Paul Sorensen (BNL)
Peter Jacobs (LBNL)  Misha Stephanov (UIC)
Declan Keane (Kent)  Michael Strickland (Kent)
Dmitri Kharzeev (SBU)  Kirill Tuchin (Iowa)
Volker Koch (BNL)  Sergei Voloshin (WSU)
Michael Lisa (OSU)  Fuqiang Wang (Purdue)
Abhijit Majumder (WSU)  Gary Westfall (MSU)
Agnes Mocsy (Pratt)  Wei Xie (Purdue)
Denes Molnar (Purdue)  Nu Xu (LBNL)
David Morrison (BNL)  Zhenyu Ye (UIC)
Grazyna Odyniec (LBNL)  Bill Zajc (Columbia)
Joern Putschke (WSU)

http://qm2017.phy.uic.edu/
We are looking forward greeting you at http://qm2017.phy.uic.edu/